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Djazmi
Good evening.  This week:  a possible end to the acrimonious impasse over shared surface areas between the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association and the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, which led to threatened legal action.  And plenty of technology chat as we hear about a newcomer to the world of speaking mobile phones and one object helping to find another.

Macrae
[keys beeping] And there you are that's my keys beeping.

Djazmi
But first the Guide Dogs Association has reached an agreement with the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea to continue earlier research on the effectiveness of tactile paving in shared surface areas.  The area in question is Exhibition Road in London on which many of the capital's most famous museums can be found.  The idea of shared surface areas is that pedestrians and traffic occupy the same space and use eye contact to stay out of each other's way.  It's also hoped that this will slow down drivers but many blind and partially sighted people have described them as intimidating and dangerous places, saying that they'd rather avoid them even if it means reducing the amount of time they spend out and about.

Well joining me on the line is Tom Pey, Director of Policy at GDBA.  So after years of wrangling, Tom, which resulted in legal action, what is this agreement?

Pey
The Royal Borough of Kensington and ourselves have agreed that real world trials will take place on a tactile surface that was already tested in the laboratory at University College London.  And the real significance of this is first of all that the tactile surface will be tested in situ and secondly the royal borough have given an undertaking that in the event that the surface does not work then they will make the necessary changes to the design.

Djazmi
Right, so real world means that the experiment has come out of the laboratory and is happening where it may well occur if it's a success?

Pey
Absolutely, using - in situ, using real people like you and I who can't see properly.

Djazmi
But this doesn't change the concept of shared spaces does it because people and traffic will still be in the same area, so have you had to back down a little bit here?

Pey
No I think that actually what we've both come up with is something that is far better than either one of us would have done on our own, had we been left to our own devices.  What the royal borough have suggested is that they want to make Exhibition Road a place where pedestrians have primacy - in other words right of passage.  Now this is unique in shared surface where traffic would have to give way and they are going to reduce the speed of traffic even more than what they had thought.  All that they need to do now is to test a road sign, so that they can have it approved by the Department of Transport, and we're very hopeful that once Exhibition Road is up and running it will be more pedestrian friendly than we had ever anticipated.

Djazmi
So how do you think that this tactile paving will make blind and partially sighted people more confident about using shared surface areas?

Pey
The design on Exhibition Road is extremely complicated, as you would expect for such a major road, but basically there are three areas to the road.  The first area is a pedestrian only area and that is along the building line, so it's closest to the building line, where you would normally get a footpath.  The corduroy surface, which has been moved 90 degrees on its normal use, will be detectable, so you will know if you are going to stray out on to the next area.  In the next area is a place where vehicles will park, in there the pedestrian will have right of way until they move to the next point, which is the next tactile surface.  And after that you will have the roadway and eventually that will be a pedestrian right of way area, which will of course mean that the pedestrian is safe under any circumstances.

Djazmi
Right, so presumably there'll be different types of tactile paving according to which zone you're about to stray into?

Pey
Yes, yes absolutely.  There's corduroy paving on the inside and a gully which will mark the outside.

Djazmi
And how extensive will this research be - how many people will be used do you think and how long will it go on for?

Pey
Well first of all we're going to use methodology that has already been suggested by University College London.  You will really have to ask the royal borough because it's their - they're paying for it but I believe that it is going to take about 12 weeks to complete.

Djazmi
And this marks something of a change in Guide Dogs policy because so far you haven't really able to reach any kind of agreement with councils on shared surface areas, not just in London but all over the country, so what does it mean for GDBA's future policy on shared spaces?

Pey
Our policy has always been slightly frustrating for us and for other people because we could not find a delineator that was as effective as a pavement.  And we did a lot of research on sizes of pavement.  Subject to the outcomes of real world trials we're reasonably confident that maybe we have got there in the end, so we will come back.  We're not 100% convinced yet but we're encouraged by the laboratory results that we may have a solution to the pavement.

Djazmi
And you yourself, as a blind person, have you looked at these corduroy pavement markings and if you have what do you think of them?

Pey
I have tried them and I think that one is going to need a little bit of training to get used to it, they are much more detectable than a pavement but you will, as I said, need some training.  And the Royal Borough of Kensington has agreed to put some money aside to train all of the blind people in the Kensington area.

Djazmi
Well that all sounds very hopeful, it's something I know we'll return to in the future but for now, Tom Pey, thanks very much for joining me.

Pey
Thank you.

Djazmi
Now you know what it's like - you want to buy a new phone or the latest slim line gadget but after scraping together the pennies the hard work really begins as you research which models, if any, are compatible with the software you need to make them accessible.  To be honest that's probably why I haven't changed my mobile phone for the last five years.  Well the situation is slowly changing, thanks to something called embedded technology.  This refers to gadgets which come with an accessible feature as part of the package and it was very much the talk of the TechShare Mobile exhibition last week in Birmingham.  Our reporter Lee Kumutat went along to have a nosy round and she begins her report by talking to Ben Brown from Vodafone, who are about to trial their own talking software.

Brown
This year we're about to kick into a trial of Vodafone Speak, which is a very simple screen reader for Nokia symbian devices.  So what it does is it provides all the basic functionality of a simple phone so that a blind or visually impaired user can do really basic things like text messaging, calling, accessing their calendar, e-mails or the web.

Kumutat
So it's going to be available on all Nokia symbian handsets and obviously the advantage to that is that there aren't 300 or 350 quid or you're not having to sign up for a 35 quid plan.

Brown
No you're dead right.  These aren't the highest end phones, there are some devices that the software will work on which are very affordable to the average user.

Kumutat
I imagine that it will be an extra cost, do you have any ideas on that?

Brown
At the moment obviously participants in the trial won't be charged, Vodafone Speak, if we did launch it, it would obviously be provided for at least for free, so people can get familiar with it and try out various functions.  Because we're trialling for it we haven't traded a clear price point, but it won't be anymore than sort of £5 a month to use.

Kumutat
And if the trial is successful when do you envisage Vodafone Speak will be released?

Brown
Vodafone UK has made a commitment to having a service that promotes accessibility in our market by March 2011.

BlackBerry Curve 8520 talking

Kumutat
I'm here with Greg Fields from RIM, is that the company that makes BlackBerry?

Fields
Yes it is, Research In Motion, short name is RIM.

Kumutat
What is that device that we're hearing in the background?

Fields
That's my BlackBerry Curve 8520 smart phone running our partner's - the HumanWare's - Oratio for BlackBerry screen reader.  We are the first to develop reverse contrast on a mobile phone and then browser zoom features, so you'll be able to zoom within a browser up to about 10 times magnification without any assistive technology.  But as of February 1st 2010 HumanWare has been selling the Oratio for BlackBerry screen reader and currently it's available on the BlackBerry Curve 8520 available in US English only at this point.

Kumutat
And what are the plans for the future - is this going to be rolled out across all BlackBerry models or are you going down to the buzz word, in quotations, embedded accessibility road?

Fields
We are planning to support as many [indistinct word] devices, so we have the kind of T9 handsets, we've got touch screen handset in the Storm product.  But most of our products are ones with the full qwerty keypad.

Kumutat
So when you say qwerty devices you mean devices that have actual hardware physical buttons?

Fields
Yes - physical .... that's right, not touch screen devices.

Kumutat
So if I walk into a store and buy a BlackBerry and acquire Oratio what can I do with my BlackBerry.

Fields
You can make and receive calls - it's a phone first; you can send and receive e-mails - so that's the hallmark for BlackBerry is the e-mail experience; SMS, instant messaging, calendar opportunities ...

Kumutat
Internet?

Fields
The internet is functional, some of the things that you'd be used to on a mobile phone with a screen reader in terms of functionality, like being able to go to the next line for the next word or some of the shortcuts they haven't done that part yet.

Kumutat
So it's getting there?

Fields
Oh yes.

Kumutat
The phrase on everybody's lips at this year's TechShare Mobile is definitely embedded accessibility - the idea that a product arrives on your doorstep with a screen reader or magnifier built into it.  Robin Spinks, RNIB's digital accessibility manager, says that this is an approach the organisation is keen to encourage from other manufacturers.

Spinks
Really our aim is to achieve more blind and partially sighted people confidently using mobile technology and we're doing that by working right across the board with mainstream manufacturers of handsets, with the people who produce the software platforms and also with application developers.  So this is really about securing the future, it's about securing access now but also going forward really helping the industry to become a sustainable source of accessibility development.

Kumutat
I've just attended the session that you presented about tablets and the iPad, you were saying in that session that six manufacturers are looking to have released something by Christmas, how many of them will have embedded accessibility?

Spinks
So far we're aware that Apple are the only manufacturer who have embedded the accessibility into the operating system.  And what we're keen to do is take that message and really demonstrate to other companies just how easy it is to build in those utilities.  But more importantly to also demonstrate the number of blind and partially sighted people, not just in the UK but globally who can benefit from embedded accessibility.

Kumutat
Do you think then that the numbers are beginning to stack up, do you think then that the argument that it's a niche market, it's a small market, it's not really in their best interests to be putting loads of money into making things accessible for such a small market is slowly being eroded?

Spinks
I think there's a bigger force that people now need to embrace and that's the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, particularly Article 9, which talks about accessibility.  So I think for manufacturers who are obviously global operators, they're global companies, they're needing increasingly to not just think about a niche market, they need to think about the legislative climate that's emerging.  And we can see that when we look to North America, for example, where the securing of education contracts from some of those manufacturers is really dependent upon accessibility being built in.  So we're really keen again to make sure that that argument is quite fairly and squarely presented to manufacturers, in a positive way.

Kumutat
Because that is the point isn't it really, if they are aware of it, so is the RNIB about making them aware of what those responsibilities are?

Spinks
Absolutely, through our work in the UK with manufacturers, many of whom are global, we also work in conjunction with the World Blind Union umbrella and actually what we're keen to do is make sure that people recognise where there's a duty and where there is a requirement for goods and services to be accessible.

Djazmi
Robin Spinks from RNIB ending that report from Lee Kumutat.

Of course it's all very well buying these gadgets but remembering where you've left them can be a frustration all of its own.  A new range of products known as Object Locators has just found its way on to the market and editor of Disability Now, Ian Macrae, came in to tell Peter all about them.

Macrae
We're talking about one object that can make another make a sound and you attach one of the objects to something that you regularly need to find quickly or just conveniently, like for example your keys, a pair of sunglasses - I've got keys and sunglasses here today.  There are two types of these, I've been using one manufactured by Doro called the Memory Plus.  And it relies on a handheld remote control, which is basically like a slimmed down simplified version of your TV remote.  And with that come four plastic fobs with key rings on them that you can attach to objects that you need readily to be able have about your person.  And what you do is each of those four fobs has got a letter associated with it, ditto on the handheld remote - there are four buttons A, B, C and D.  And if I press button A - and that's fob A beeping away there.  The difficulty with this system is that - I mean I don't know about you but the most popular question in our house is where's the flaming remote, so in a sense they have their downfall partly built into them.

White
Okay, so what's the second one you've got there then?

Macrae
Right the alternative is actually a much more interesting and flexible approach to this, still on the same principle, but on this occasion you get four fobs, again with key rings attached to them or in the case of the sunglasses one it's on a long string, and it's a lozenge shaped piece of plastic which has a number pad on it, conveniently the numbers are actually in Braille, which is of course very useful to the likes of me and you.  I'm going to be very trusting here Pete and hand you my house keys and the fob is attached to them there.  And I'd just be interested to know what you think of the Braille - the buttons are in three pairs.

White
I haven't found it yet - the Braille.  Yeah, it isn't actually all that proud is it, the Braille?

Macrae
No I would say the Braille's not great.  It's bigger than we're used to on that fob, so the number four, for example, is quite big and the dots are quite well spaced out, we're used to them being much closer together.  And it's also, as you say, it's not particularly bold, as it were.  That's slightly better on the sunglasses fob that I've got but that is a much smaller fob and you may find the Braille on that one easier to deal with.

White
Oh yeah, now that is much clearer.

Macrae
Each of the four fobs can talk to any one of the others. So let's say, for example, as I have - I've got my sunglasses here, conveniently round my neck on a lanyard that's supplied with the fob and I want quickly to find my keys, so I know that I programmed the fob attached to my keys with the number two, so I know that I need to press number two on this fob attached to my sunglasses and that should start my keys beeping.  So let's just give it a go and see what happens.  And there you are - that's my keys beeping.  

One interesting thing is that ...

White
How can you stop it?

Macrae
Oh yeah that's a good question, there we go - it stops itself.  But the other interesting thing is that of course if you've got your keys somewhere that they're not necessarily immediately obvious because there's a light that flashes on the fobs as well, so for example if they're buried under a cushion or something the fob that sends out the signal to your keys is also capable of telling you when you're getting closer to your keys because it itself beeps and the light flashes on it the closer you get.

White
So it's like a game of hide and seek.  Cost?

Macrae
Around £25 for this version and the one with the remote around £40.

White
I must admit that finding small objects is one of those things that is enormously frustrating, things like combs and so forth, flashcards - I'm always losing flashcards or leaving them around - and I suppose that's the sort of thing.  The only problem I foresee with this is you've still got to have one of those things - I mean you said wallet I suppose, you've got to make sure that one of the things is about your person in order to find the other one.

Macrae
Yeah that's true.

White
So do you use it quite a lot then?

Macrae
I have been using it a lot yes, in recent days when I've been checking it out.  I've used it more than simply to see whether it's any good.  I've used it because I've actually needed to look for my keys and locate my keys and not necessarily known where they were.  Or look for my sunglasses and not being able to locate those either.  So I have used it in a real situation and I have found it useful.

White
It's one of those bits of kit you imagine you almost have to get into the habit of using it, as it were, before you can make the best use of it, isn't it.

Macrae
Yes, I mean I think it is something you've got to say well I would find this useful or I wouldn't and if you wouldn't then, you know, like everything else there's no point in having it.  But if you would find it useful then so much the better as it were.

Djazmi
But what happens if you can't locate the object locator?  Ian Macrae with Peter.  And that's it for this week.  Don't forget that you can find information on everything you've heard in the programme by calling our action line on 0800 044 044.  And there'll be a podcast on the website from tomorrow.

Just time before I leave you to tell you that next week I'll be presenting the latest in our occasional series of Blindness for Beginners.  This one will be about how we, as visually impaired people, can keep fit.  Do join me for that.  In the meantime I'm off to get the bus, so from me, Mani Djazmi, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.




